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1.   We have existing relationships with other companies that provide other portions of overall  

      system (such as maintenance, training, and airspace awareness). Would you prefer us to 

      respond to the RFI jointly with these companies, or individually? 

 

Response: While individual submissions are welcome, USPS prefers joint submissions 

when multiple suppliers are teamed to meet the objectives. The RFI responses should 

seek to maximize the total value of the information provided.   

 

2.   Do you anticipate there will be an industry day or demonstration event to showcase key 

      technologies that may contribute to a future RFP?   

 

Response: Yes, details of the industry day will depend on the number and 

characteristics of the RFI responses. Demonstrations of key technologies will be 

reviewed by USPS and other stakeholders. 

 

3. There seems to be some critical information missing from your RFI namely the gross weight 

and size of packages the unmanned aerial system has to carry. 

 

Response: Initial efforts will begin with a Part 107 certified system which limits the 

UAS gross weight to 55 lbs.; however, the Postal Service is evaluating whether larger 

package sizes and weights may be needed in order to meet some objectives.  

Respondents should include their maximum size and weight restrictions with their 

response.  The Postal Service may use this information to develop use cases and future 

objectives. 

 

4. The fourth paragraph of Section 1.0 states that the USPS is focusing on remote piloted 

aircraft, however Section 3.0 states that the operator will set a predetermined path. 

The implication of Section 1.0 would seem to be that the operator is monitoring the 

aircraft and can take control and direct it. Section 3.0 implies some level of autonomy. 

Can you please advise - is the USPS interested in fully autonomous, or semi-autonomous 

control. 

 

Response: USPS seeks information related to UAS that have sufficient capabilities to 

follow a prescribed flight plan. USPS is particularly interested in information 

regarding fully automated UAS with FAA exemptions for BVLOS. The FAA has 

indicated that automated UAS will still require an operator; however, at the 

commencement of any program, some level of autopilot capability is desired.  

 

5. Section 1.0 list several bullet points which may require substantially different payloads. For 

example a Long Driveway delivery is assumed to be to a single address. A remote location 

such as rugged terrain or islands may imply delivery to, or for, multiple addresses. Can you 

please clarify the USPS intent? 

 

Response: It is possible that multiple UAS designs may be needed to meet all Postal 

missions.  
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A. For Long Driveways delivery use cases, USPS anticipates a single delivery mission.  

A single delivery mission could include multiple items.         

B. For Remote Location (Rugged Terrain, Island) use case, USPS anticipates point-to-

point trip(s) to a central distribution location where packages will be either picked 

up by the customer or further distributed by Postal personnel. 

 

6. We assume that a single delivery could include multiple items. Does the USPS have an 

objective for the maximum weight of a single delivery? If the weight of multiple items 

exceeds the maximum load capacity we assume that this can be accomplished by making 

more than one delivery to the same address. 

 

Response: All UAS have maximum weight limits, and multiple trips to one address 

may be required to complete certain delivery missions.  The frequency and limits will 

be reviewed based on economic value determined through a cost-benefit evaluation.  

 

7. Some of the USPS objectives are not permitted within the current FAA regulations such as 

nighttime flight, line of sight, etc. Can we assume that the USPS will take the initiative to 

resolve any differences with the FAA or would that be the responsibility of the USA Aircraft, 

or service, provide. 

 

Response: USPS anticipates that it may require any eventual supplier to work directly 

with the FAA to acquire exemptions and approvals, with support from the USPS. The 

FAA already approves Beyond Visual Line of Sight, night time and over people 

exceptions on a case by case basis.  

 

8. For a vehicle launched drone, in order for line of site and remote piloting to be maintained 

the USPS carrier would presumably need to stop their vehicle in order to focus their 

attention. Can you provide any additional clarification on the USPS's objectives in such a 

scenario? 

 

Response: USPS intends to optimize the efficiency of operations. The FAA’s current 

requirements do not allow for UAS control from a moving vehicle. USPS anticipates 

that any use case for vehicle launch would require specific exemptions. 
 

9. So we can better assess how to best respond, could you please provide some rough estimates 

for the range (in miles) and payload capability (in lbs.)?  An order of magnitude will do. 

 

Response: Initial efforts will begin with a Part 107 certified system which limits the 

UAS gross weight to 55 lbs.; however, the Postal Service is evaluating whether larger 

sizes and weights may be needed in order to meet some objectives.  The Postal Service 

has multiple anticipated missions and one potential mission may have ranges in excess 

of 18 miles; however, most missions would be less distance and with weights within the 

Part 107 limitations. Respondents should include maximum size and weight 

restrictions with their responses.  The Postal Service may use this information to 

develop use cases and future requirements. 
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10. I was hoping to learn if this was considered a new requirement or if there is an incumbent 

contractor currently fulfilling these services? If there is, would it be possible to get the 

contractor, contract number, and value? 

 

Response: This is a new program. 
 

11. The document states that you are requesting information from “UAS operators and 

developers interested in providing aircraft and aircraft operations for delivery of mail and to 

collect geodetic/spatial data to improve all autonomous vehicle performance”.  Is it 

mandatory to classify as either of these two (UAS operator or developer)?  

 

Response: It is not mandatory to classify as either, but the strongest responses will 

address as many of the requirements as possible. The Postal Services sees value in 

Respondents that can provide UAS planning, CONOPS, regulations compliance and 

training, as all of these efforts would be part of a successful program. Respondents must 

describe in detail their capabilities and expertise pertaining to the RFI. 

 


